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Includes many rare and unseen photos of Elizabeth Taylor

Features images from the archives of eight top photographers: Douglas Kirkland, Milton Greene, Gered Mankowitz, Norman

Parkinson, Eva Sereny, Terry O’Neill, Gary Bernstein and Greg Brennan

Introduction by famed illustrator and caricaturist, Robert Risko

“…I was pretty sure I had seen it all and would not find anything new in the book. I am delighted to report I was wrong.”– Marion Fasel,

The Adventurine

“…a combination of excellent photographic professionalism and the infinite beauty of the star, who together gave birth to a real work of art.” –
Di Redazione, Harper’s Bazaar Italia

“An extraordinary collection of photographs that celebrates one of Hollywood’s most iconic faces.” – Donato D’Aprile, L’Officiel Italy

“An intimate look at a Hollywood icon.” – Closer

“Bling, boobs & booze: She was famous for her diamonds, her tempestuous love for Richard Burton and her luminous acting. Now, a book of

iconic images peels away the layers to reveal the woman behind the legend.”– Roger Lewis, Daily Mail

Elizabeth Taylor was the face of classic Hollywood. As one of the 20th century’s most loved stars, her image is instantly recognizable

the world over. ACC Art Books and Iconic Images proudly present the work of eight wonderful photographers — Douglas Kirkland,

Milton Greene, Gered Mankowitz, Norman Parkinson, Eva Sereny, Terry O’Neill, Gary Bernstein and Greg Brennan — who were

fortunate enough to capture the star at different moments of her life. Throughout the book, the photographers share their memories

of working with the icon, from patient pursuits to charming persuasion, each enlightening us with an inside view of what it was like to

work with such an icon. The book presents a mix of set, fashion, portrait and behind-the-scenes photographs, including some rare and

never-before-seen images. Forever Elizabeth is a visual tribute from some of the world’s best-known photographers to a star who

continues to captivate our hearts.
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